10 Pcs. 1-6”
65 Pcs. 2'-0”

13 Pcs.

15 Pcs. 1'/2” x 10'-0”

8-0”

10-7

PLAN VIEW

Top flaps open to release helium balloons stored inside.

"75th" Painted in Oval

Silver satin 0C-26

Bridge cutout (2 total)

298 Broadway Lights

2003-10 Million 8 Red

5160-10

ELEVATION

Mural Panel

FINAL

BROOKLYN COLLEGE 75TH BIRTHDAY CAKE

GROUND PLAN
ELEVATION 1/2”=1’

DESIGNER - KIP MARSH
NOTE: The inside of the cake is hollow to allow for it to be filled with helium balloons. The balloons will be loaded through the access hatch located on the first tier. Additionally, a crew member will access the cake through the hatch before the cupola is opened to help ensure that the balloons launch through it.

See sheet 4 for information on the cupola.

See designer for information on bridge towers.

ELEVATION

BROOKLYN COLLEGE
75TH BIRTHDAY CAKE
ELEVATION DETAILS 1/2"=1'

DESIGNER - KIP MARSH
CANDLE DETAILS

PLAN VIEW
DIAMETER DETAILS